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It gives me an immense pleasure to present the annual report for the year 2019-20 as the first
full-time Director of Indian Institute of Management - Amritsar. The year saw the transition
of the management of IIM Amritsar from the mentorship of Indian Institute of Management
- Kozhikode. Since the inception of the institute in 2015, IIM Kozhikode, under the leadership
of Prof. Debasish Chatterjee, Mentor-Director, and Prof. Raju, Nodal Professor, has done an
excellent job of nurturing IIM Amritsar for four years. The IIM Amritsar community
appreciates and are grateful to the excellent foundation laid by them. We hope to build on it
to grow and make this a truly world-class higher education institution for management
research and learning.
The year began with the Board of Governors appointing the first full-time Director of the
institute after a rigorous search and selection process. IIM Amritsar thanks the Chairman of
the board Shri Sanjay Gupta and the members of the selection committee for their services to
the institute. During the year, several notable achievements were made by the institute.
With the assurance of assistance from the Government of Punjab, the institute purchased an
additional one-acre land, nested within the location of our permanent campus which was an
impediment to develop the permanent campus. The ‘bhumi pujan’ of the institute was held
on 7 October 2019 in the presence of the Hon’ble Minister of Human Resource Development,
Shri Ramesh Pokhriyal ‘Nishank’, Government of India, and Shri Trip Rajinder Singh Bajwa,
Punjab Minister of Higher Education.
The year also saw the institute increase its MBA student intake by forty students compared to
the previous year, a growth of 37.74%. In addition to an overall growth, the institute also
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increased the diversity of its student body in terms of gender, reserved category, and
educational background.
Like the previous years, the institute achieved 100% placement with a modest increase of 3.3%
increase in the average CTC compared to the previous year, despite an economic slowdown
and the COVID-19 crisis. The CTC of the top quartile of the final year students also increased
significantly. About 75 companies visited the campus for the recruitment of our students for
summer and final placement.
The institute also revised the MBA curriculum to better serve the industry needs for the
upcoming batches. Based on feedback from the industry, alumni, and benchmarking of other
institutions, the faculty members were able to modify the curriculum to strengthen the
academic program including an opportunity for specialized studies in functional areas. The
institute also participated in the NIRF ranking exercise for the first time the institute became
eligible.
The institute also conducted its first MDP for the CBSE program with several follow-up
sessions to be offered in the future. While the COVID-19 situation has stalled several of these
programs, the spirit of entrepreneurship to cater to the diverse needs of the industry and
society remains strong.
On the students’ front, the institute conducted the first Tata Crucibles Business Quiz, with two
students from IIM Amritsar advancing to the national finals. The students also showcased
their talents in various competitions, cultural festivals, and a performance at the Wagah
border on the Republic Day on 26 January 2020.
To enrich the educational experience of our students and to provide support for our faculty to
do world-class research, the institute expanded the offering of the educational databases. On
the technology front, we revamped the IT infrastructure, a new server, and an addition of ITenabled classroom. With the leasing of the first floor of a building in an adjacent location, the
institute plans to accommodate more faculty and also increase the batch strength for the
upcoming year of 2020-21.
The institute continues to encourage interactions with the industries to provide the students
with a holistic education. The institute organized several conclaves with industry experts
visiting the campus and a few CEO speaker series.
The students also participated in several CSR initiatives during the year, in addition to
academic activities.
The institute also held the first annual alumni meet in Delhi, Bengaluru, and Mumbai with
the Director being present in all the three meetings and one of the board members attending
the event in Mumbai. The alumni association also came out with the alumni newsletter from
January 2020.
Overall, on several fronts, the institute made significant strides and with a strong and vibrant
community, IIM Amritsar is poised for even greater heights.
Sincerely,
Prof. Nagarajan Ramamoorthy, Ph.D.,
Director.
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2. ABOUT IIM AMRITSAR
Indian Institute of Management (IIM) Amritsar is the 15th IIM set up by the Ministry of
Human Resource Development with the support of the Government of Punjab. After the
registration of IIM Amritsar Society on 27 July 2015 the first batch for the class of 2015-17
was enrolled in August 2015. Later, on 14 October 2015 IIM Amritsar Board of Governance &
Society was constituted.
Being located in Amritsar, the land of the Golden Temple and Wagah Border, the institute
benefits from the enriching experience offered by this holy city. The Institute is currently run
in the Punjab Institute of Technology Building, 5 km away from the railway station and 10 km
from the airport. Its permanent campus will be constructed about 7 km from the ISBT and 8.5
km from the railway station, making it easily accessible.
IIM Amritsar, at present, offers a Post Graduate Program in Management. This program has
been designed to provide world-class management education so as to meet the requirements
of enterprises across sectors by producing highly insightful management professionals. The
institute is committed to imparting strong educational foundations and values in the hearts,
thoughts and actions of the future managers. Owing to its indefatigable allegiance to providing
exemplary education, IIM Amritsar has established itself as the vanguard of quality education
and learning in a short span of time.
The Institute follows the same pedagogy as practiced by the other members of the prestigious
IIM fraternity. With the various facilities like state-of-the-art IT-enabled classrooms, a digital
library giving access to the most relevant national and international business and
management journals, auditorium, student activity room, indoor & outdoor sports facilities,
gymnasium, spacious hostel rooms, etc., IIM Amritsar provides a nurturing environment for
its students to learn and grow. IIM Amritsar also focuses on creating an entrepreneurial
culture, where the students and faculty work together to create best enterprising solutions.
Besides getting to learn from qualified faculty and industry leaders, the students, here, learn
by involving themselves in various club and committee activities. The tireless efforts of our
students result in their winning many corporate and B-school competitions and, ultimately,
their bagging promising career opportunities. In a true sense, IIM Amritsar is the playground
for the dreams to nurture, personalities to flourish and careers to change the world.
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3. THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS
Chairman
Mr. Sanjay Gupta (CEO Dainik Jagran) New Delhi
Chairman, IIM Amritsar - Punjab
Ex-Officio Member
Prof. Nagarajan Ramamoorthy
Director, IIM Amritsar – Punjab

MEMBERS
Mr. Jayant Davar
Managing Director, Technologies Ltd.
Gurgaon

Mr. Shashidhar Sinha,
CEO, Mediabrands India Pvt. Ltd.
Mumbai

Mr. Nishant Saxena
CEO, International Business, CIPLA,
Dubai, UAE.

Mr. Kushal Raj Chakraborty
Founder Lotus Petal Foundation,
Gurgaon,

Mr. Sanjay Kumar Sinha
Joint Secretary (Management & ICR),
Ministry of Human Resource
Development, New Delhi.

Mr. Sachit Jain
Vice-Chairman & Managing Director,
Vardhman Textiles Ltd. Punjab.

Mr. Vishesh C Chandiok
National Managing Partner,
Grant Tornton India- New Delhi

Ms. Sheila Nair,
Director, Resources Mobilization,
Tata Trusts, Mumbai

Mr. Rahul Bhandari, I.A.S.
Secretary,
Higher Education and Languages,
Govt. of Punjab. Chandigarh.
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4. ACADEMIC INITIATIVES AND
SUCCESS STORIES

4.1 Growth and Student Demographics
During the 2019-20 academic year, IIM Amritsar admitted one-hundred-forty-six (146)
students into the MBA program compared to the one-hundred-six (106) students
admitted into the MBA04 batch. This represented an increase of 37.74% compared to the
previous year,
IIM Amritsar values diversity and inclusiveness in all aspects of its relationship with the
stakeholders (faculty, student, and staff). To this end, the intake of female students of
MBA05 batch increased to 17 out of the total intake of 146 (11.64%) compared to 3 out of
106 (2.83%) in the MBA04 batch. This growth is a modest yet significant one for the
institute.
Another notable area where IIM Amritsar showed considerable improvement was in terms
of representation of reserved category students in the MBA05 batch. Compared to the
MBA04 batch which consisted of only 42.45% of the student body representing reserved
category, the MBA05 batch consisted of 50% of the students coming from reserved
category, thereby showing an improvement of 7.5%.
Another demographic area where IIM Amritsar distinguished itself from the previous year
was with reference to the educational background of the incoming students. While the
MBA04 batch was dominated by students with an engineering background (96 out of 106
were engineers or 90.57%), the MBA05 batch had 104 engineers out of 146 (71.23% of
engineers), with the rest of the students coming from varied liberal arts, humanities, and
commerce background.
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The distribution of the students on various demographic parameters are given below*:
TABLE 1
Male

Female

MBA
04

103

3

MBA
05

129

17

SC

ST

OBC

Engineers

NonEngineers

Experienced

NonExp.

Total

11

6

28

96

10

63

43

106

24

9

40

104

42

84

62

146

*MBA04 batch consisted of 107 and MBA05 batch consisted of 153 students but the final numbers were 106 and 146,
respectively due to drop-outs and academic dismissals.

4.2 Strengthening the MBA Curriculum
The curriculum of the MBA had not seen any revision since the inception of the institute
or nearly four years from 2015. Based on the feedback received from various stakeholders
(recruiters, faculty, students, and alumni), the faculty of IIM Amritsar began revising the
curriculum of the MBA program for the MBA06 batch, who will be joining the institute
during the academic year 2020-21.
The curricular changes are designed to provide not only a holistic education but a more
focused specialization in various areas as identified based on the feedback received from
various stakeholders. The major thrusts of the revised curriculum are:
Strengthening the first-year curriculum with greater focus and depth in each of the
functional areas in an integrated manner.
Opportunity for the students to specialize in specific functional areas such as Analytics,
Human Resource Management, Marketing, Finance, Supply Chain Management, and
Operations Management.
Offering flexibility to the students to take some elective courses possibly during the second
term and certainly during the third term in their chosen areas of specialization to better
equip them for the summer internship with a more focused elective offering.
Introduction of a social involvement project to provide them with opportunities for
studying and developing solutions for social issues facing the communities in which they
operate.

4.3 National Institutional Research Framework (NIRF) Ranking
The year 2019-20 also saw IIM Amritsar participate in the NIRF ranking of the Ministry
of Human Resource Development (MHRD). New institutions, upon graduation of three
batches are eligible to participate in the NIRF ranking. Data for IIM Amritsar were
submitted starting November 2019 and going all the way into March 2020. The ranking
compared to our peer schools in the country should help identify areas where IIM Amritsar
needs to focus on to strengthen our brand image.
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During the fiscal year, the institute also strengthened the databases required for student
learning and academic research, upon recommendations by the Library and Research
Committee. The institute added twenty new e-resources (See Table 2).
The following table provides a list of additional educational resources available to our
students and faculty. Additionally, the institute also subscribed to QuestionPro, an online
survey software.
The online survey software can be used by faculty for survey research and institutional
administrators to survey our students, alumni, and other stakeholders, as and when
needed. The institute plans to examine the cost-benefit analysis of additional library
resources periodically through the work of the Library and Research Committee.
TABLE 2
Sr. No

Database/Journals Name

1
2
3

CMIE Industry Outlook
Scopus Database
Taylor & Francis 96 Journals Archive

4

Statista Databases

5

Indian Boards database

6
7

CMIE Prowess dx
ProQuest Dissertations & Theses

8
9

Sage- HSS 2019 Collection
HBR Ascend

10

ETPrime

11

The Ken

12

CRISIL Research

13
14
15

Wiley
PsycArticles
Corporate Social Responsibility
9

16
17
18
19
20

Oxford Handbooks (136 Titles) (Online)
Business Standard Newspaper Database (1997 onwards)
Informs Journals Archives
PressReader (Newspaper Direct)
LexisNexis Academic Universe Database

4.5 Information Technology: Infrastructure and System
IT infrastructure, services and support are quintessential for growth and branding any
academic institution. During the year 2019-2020, IT facilities at IIM Amritsar have been
expended on several fronts. Starting from July 2019, the overall plan and outline of future
projections of IT infrastructure and service were envisaged by the institute, under the
guidance of Director IIM Amritsar. Chair of IT support services and the IT Consultant,
Mr. Dilbag Singh, visited IIM Ahmedabad to study their IT architecture, including an ERP
system to benchmark our existing infrastructure.
We moved our website and other services like Intranet and Moodle etc., to our premise
from IIM Kozhikode’s computer center in September 2019.
The first step was towards enhancing our web presence and keeping significant
information on a centralized cloud-based dynamic website. Currently, IIM Amritsar’s new
website (live from January 2020) is fully dynamic and apart from the conventional
usage, it is equipped with several online specialized portals like admissions, alumni,
students’ activities, recruitment, etc. Apart from this, even fully functional online
tendering portal has been deployed on the website on 24 April 2020. As our
institutional needs are increasing in every domain, we are certain our website can meet the
demand very effectively for the next five years.
IIM Amritsar provides distributed and clustered computing across the campus through a
wired backbone running across the transit campus. The various nodes are interconnected
through a 6 core SMF Gigabit Fiber Optic backbone with 250 Mbps + 150 Mbps bandwidth.
The connectivity to Desktops is using CAT 6UTP cable ensuring a dedicated 100 Mbps
bandwidth at the desktop level. The computer center acts as the main hub of the network
and hosts a layer 3 backbone switch. The workgroup switches are located in the respective
buildings. The entire campus is Wi-Fi enabled.
For the research support and development provisioning in institutes’ policy, faculties are
provided with latest configurations (i7 8th Gen, 16 GB RAM, 1TB SDD, 2 GB
Graphics Card, 15.6 Screen, WIFI and Bluetooth) of computing facility, along with
3-in-1 printing and 1 TB personal data storage. Every stakeholder and student is provided
with computing and internet amenities. To make students’ residential experience at par
with the permanent campus, hostels are equipped with both LAN and Wi-Fi of a minimum
bandwidth of 350 Mbps. Surveillance and security of the transit campus and hostels are
ensured by CCTV cameras installed and maintained by the IT Section. Auditorium of 200
capacities was also renovated and upgraded during February 2020, to host student’s
events, seminars, and lectures from industry experts. This auditorium is fully equipped
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with adequate acoustics and infrastructure (variety of microphones, HD Displays,
Amplifiers, scaling switchers and inbuilt power backup).
To cater the students’ need for practical exposure Simulation and Computing Lab was
established in September 2019, which includes the latest version of analytics software
IBM Statistics SPSS 23 (60), Microsoft Office Suite 2019 (60 users) and other
simulation environments based on our teaching curriculum. To facilitate the teachinglearning process classrooms are equipped with smart whiteboards, interactive podiums
and latest projectors, etc.
The key to flawless IT service and support is a secure and sound server platform, keeping
this in view IIM Amritsar has opted for 4 Node of Dell Vx Rail S Series-S570 HyperConverged Infrastructure with TOR Switch (Juniper Ex Series), unified
storage, backups, failover, and database servers. This configuration is capable of
handling seamless virtualization, integration, and maintenance of heavy load of IT
services. VxRail provides a consistent hybrid cloud experience unifying public and private
cloud platforms under a common operating model and management framework. Users can
build, run, and manage a broad set of workloads from traditional and legacy applications
to virtual desktops, as well as next-generation workloads from artificial intelligence and
machine learning to cloud-native and container-based workloads.
IT section of IIM Amritsar is committed to the quality of service and experience of
stakeholders. Every service or product is acquired as per the GOI rules and guidelines with
a precursory look at prospective leading firms and vendors. As a norm, we try to get
Gartner’s leaders and challengers on board. However, there are several other components
which must be adopted and added to current IT infrastructure to sustainably support the
academic framework and excellence at IIM Amritsar such as ERP solution, Class Room
based Web Recording Studios, and other supporting systems. The design of the
classrooms, library, and computer labs of the permanent campus has already incorporated
some of the state-of-the-art technologies, within the budget constraints.
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During the 2019-20 academic year, IIM Amritsar students won forty (40) awards (MBA
04 batch 12 and MBA 05 batch 28) in competitions in various events. This represents
15.87% of the combined student body of MBA 04 and 05 batches.
International Certifications: Five students received international CFA certification
(Level 1) and 1 student received certification in FRM. Ayush Dabas, Rishab Puri,
Divyanshu Bhaskar, Vaibhav Sachdeva, and Akshansh Singhvi received CFA
Level 1 certifications. Shubham Khandelwal cleared Part I of FRM Certification.
Fourteen (14) students received the top rank in the competitions they participated and
seventeen (17) students finished as runners-up in the competition they participated in. An
additional seven (7) students finished in the top ten ranks in these competitions.
Tata Crucibles: IIM Amritsar hosted the prestigious TATA Crucible Quiz, India’s
largest and highest-rated Business Quiz, for college students on 4 March 2020. A total of
104 teams participated in the quiz, and the teams from GNDU, IIM Amritsar, and Global
Institute reached the finals. IIM Amritsar emerged as the winner with Mr. Sebin John
Michael and Mr. Aditya Gurjar winning the final, with prize money of Rs. 75,000/=
and advancing to the Zonal Round. Mr. Akash Rai and Mr. Pratik Salve of IIM
Amritsar emerged as the first runners-up with prize money of Rs. 35,000/-.
In the zonal show of the TATA crucible quiz held in Delhi on 7 March 2020 a total of 7
teams participated. The teams from IIM Amritsar, BITS Pilani, HBTU Kanpur, etc.,
competed for a spot in the National Round. IIM Amritsar emerged as the Runner-up with
Mr. Sebin John Michael and Mr. Aditya Gurjar forming a fantastic pair and moving
to the National Round.
Awards and Competitions: The various awards received by the IIM Amritsar students
are given in Tables 3 and 4.
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TABLE 3: PGP05 Achievements during 2019-20
Name

Name of Competition

Rank

National/International

Aniket
Kulkarni

Certification in Finance
Essentials: Banking and
Markets, Finshiksha

15th

National

Invest-o-finiesta, finance and
economics Event, IIM
NAGPUR

1st

National

Invest-o-finiesta, finance and
economics Event, IIM
NAGPUR

1st

National

Pit Trading, Aarunya 4.0, IIM
Amritsar

2nd

National

Invest-o-finiesta, finance and
economics Event, IIM
NAGPUR

1st

National

Himanshu Arthashastra-IIM Kashipur
Jhamnani
Kratos'20, IIFT

3rd

National

1st

National

Ganesh
Rathod

Arthashastra - National
Economic Policy Making
Competition-IIM Kashipur

3rd

National

Rishab
Jain

EMPYREAN'20' Opsutra, IIM
Jammu

2nd

National

Girish
Sawant

EMPYREAN'20' Opsutra, IIM
Jammu

2nd

National

HRMonies'19, IIT Roorkee

3rd

National

Arushi
Sillodkar

HRMonies'19, IIT Roorkee

3rd

National

Atul
Kumar
Jain

Kratos'20, IIFT

1st

National

Gaurang
Singh

PAN India GoCrackIt Challenge 1st
on Block Chain

National

Rahul
Sehegal

WikiConnect, AArunya 4.0, IIM 1st
Amritsar

National

Akshay
Tyagi

Pit Trading, Aarunya 4.0, IIM
Amritsar

Chakshu
Chawla

Abhinay
Garg

2nd
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Seewant
Kushal

Pit Trading, Aarunya 4.0, IIM
Amritsar

2nd

National

Jaswant
Naidu

Beer Game simulation Aarunya
4.0, IIM Amritsar

2nd

National

Uultimate Marketer 4.0, Shiva
Nadar

1st

National

Vinoth
Kumar

Beer Game simulation Aarunya
4.0, IIM Amritsar

2nd

National

Rishab
Jain

War of Words, Aarunya 4.0,
IIM Amritsar

2nd

National

Vakta, Aarunya 4.0, IIM
Amritsar

1st

National

Anshul
Jain

War of Words, Aarunya 4.0,
IIM Amritsar

3rd

National

Raj
Goklani

Expanding Horizon, IIM
Amritsar

2nd

National

White Ball Analytics, Aarunya
4.0, IIM Amritsar

2nd

National

Expanding Horizon, IIM
Amritsar

2nd

National

White Ball Analytics, Aarunya
4.0, IIM Amritsar

2nd

National

White Ball Analytics, Aarunya
4.0, IIM Amritsar

2nd

National

Puneet
Kakkar

Pankaj

TABLE 4: PGP04 Achievements during 2019-20
Name

Name of the Competition

Rank

National/International

Aahitagni
Sen

3rd position in Certification
in Investment Banking,
Finshiksha

3rd

National

Abhishek
Abhivykti, Article Writing,
Chakravorty IIT-Bombay

2nd

National

Mathew KJ

Precipice, Case study, IIM
Indore

1st

National

Mathew KJ

Manthan, Case Study,
AArunya 4.0, IIM Amritsar

1st
Runner
Up

National
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Mathew KJ

Srijan, Case Study, AArunya
4.0, IIM Amritsar

1st
Runner
Up

National

Ayush
Dabas

TVS Credit Strategy
Challenge

National
Finalist
(Top 10)

National

Ayush
Dabas

L&T OutThink

Campus
National
Winner
(National
Top 24)

Mohit
Chaubey

Arth-aarth, Solaris 2019,IIM
Udaipur

1st

National

Mohit
Chaubey

EcoShastra, NMIMS
Mumbai, 2019

1st

National

Mohit
Chaubey

War of Words, Aarunya 4.0
,2020

1st

National

Mohit
Chaubey

Gnosis, NMIMS, 2018

2nd

National

Shubham
Khandelwal

Certification in Applied
Derivatives (Advance
Level),FinShiksha

1st

National
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1. The Students’ activities at IIM Amritsar are carried out by various students’
committees and interest groups. The students organized annual fest, conclaves,
workshops and marathon, etc., in the academic year 2019-2020.
a) Three management conclaves related to the key management domains HR,
Marketing & Finance, Operations and Strategy were conducted.

•

Yukti'19 - The 4th Annual HR Conclave of IIM Amritsar, was conducted on
Saturday, 10 August 2019. This year, the umbrella theme for panel discussions was
- Changing nature of the workforce and attitudes towards traditional work culture
that was further discussed in two sessions.
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The morning session revolved around the topic – “Challenges and Opportunities in
Employing Gig workforce in India.” The eminent panelists in the first discussion included:
o Mr. Rajendra Mehta, Chief People Officer, DHFL
o Ms. Sonali Majumdar, Head HR, Safari Industries
o Mr. Vivek Tripathi, CHRO, BIBA Apparels

o Mr. Sameer Mathur, Director HR, Royal Bank of Scotland
o Mr. Prashant Srivastava, Founder & CEO of The Other 2 Thirds
Consulting.
The afternoon session was dedicated to the topic – “Accommodating Gen-Z in the modern
workplace.” The distinguished panelists in the second discussion were:
o Mr. Sandeep Tyagi, Director HR, Samsung Electronics
o Mr. Dilip Sinha, Head HR, Reliance Retail
o Ms. Yamini Krishnan, Director-HR South Asia, IQVIA
o Dr. Yogesh Misra, Vice President, Thomas Assessments
o Mr. Sandeep Batra, SVP & Head HR, Vodafone Idea
o Mr. Raj Dharmraj, Head HR, Cognizant Technology Solutions
•

Pariprekshya’19 - The 4th Annual Finance and Marketing Conclave of
IIM Amritsar, was held on 12 October 2019.The conclave was divided into two
panels, morning panel focused on Finance theme and afternoon session focused on
Marketing theme. The theme for Finance panel was “Changing Landscape of the
BFSI Sector” and the panelists included:
o Dr. Harshavardhan Raghunath, Partner/Senior Advisor, Bain & Co.
o Mr. Jaykumar Shah, Deputy CFO, Tata Capital Financial Services
Ltd.
o Mr. Rohit Patoria, Head Planning and Control, HDFC Bank
o Mr. Rakesh Singhania, CFO, Wells Fargo India
o Mr. Kapish Jain, CFO, PNB Housing Finance Ltd.
o Mr. Sudipto Roy, Founder and Director, Finlabs India Pvt. Ltd.
o Mr. Ashutosh Bishnoi, MD & CEO, Mahindra Asset Management
Ltd.

The afternoon session revolved around the theme “Marketing in the age of voice search
and virtual assistants.” The eminent panelists for the Marketing Panel included:
o Mr. Balaji Vidyanathan, Marketing Director Ceemea, Franklin
Templeton
o Ms. Archana Sinha, Senior Director Corporate Marketing,
Salesforce
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o Mr. Sameer Seth, Director Marketing, Dolby laboratories
o Mr. Sudharshan R, Head of Marketing Operations, Dell EMC
o Mr. Amit Tyagi, CMO, Sonata Software Ltd.
o Mr. Prasenjit Roy, Senior Executive VP and CMO, NTT COMNetmagic

•

o
Sankshetra’19 - The 3rd Annual Operations and Strategy Conclave of
IIM Amritsar, was conducted on Saturday, 9 November 2019.

The Operations Panel Discussion revolved around the theme: “Managing the unexpected:
Building resilient supply chains amidst disruptions and complexities.” The eminent
panelists for the operations theme were
o Mr. Salil Kapoor, Mentor, Supply Chain Labs.
o Mr. Vikas Bhaskar, Head of Solutions Design- Program
Management and Business Excellence, Stellar Value Chain
Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
o Mr. Ramnath Sadasivan, Senior Vice President and Head of
Distribution and Logistics, Reliance Retail- Fashion and Lifestyle
o Mr. Joydeep Sarkar, Chief Operating Officer at Hicare Services Pvt.
Ltd.
o Dr. Rakesh Sinha, Global Head - Supply Chain, Manufacturing &
IT, Godrej Consumer Products Ltd.
o Mr. Shailen Shukla, Head Logistics, Jumbo Electronics Company
Limited
The Strategy Panel Discussion revolved around the theme: “Dynamically sustainable
approach in creating competitive advantage.” The esteemed panelists for the strategy
theme were:
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o Mr. Saurabh Saith, Chief Operating Officer, Orion Nutritionals
Private Ltd.
o Mr. Ankur Dhawan, Chief Operating Officer, Buddy4Study
o Mr. Satish Pandey, Head of Strategy, Marketing and Corporate
Quality Management, Siemens
o Mr. Avinash Chandra, Senior Director, Capgemini
o Mr. Aditya Singh, Head – Jewellery International Business, Titan
Company Ltd.
o Mr. Anuj Chopra, Head (Sr. GM)- Strategy & Operations, Haier.
b) ‘For the Second Edition of “SPOTLIGHT – The Flagship Guest Lecture Series of
Indian Institute of Management Amritsar”, Industry Interaction Cell hosted 5
guests. The details of the sessions are given in Table 5:
TABLE 5
Speaker

Topic

1

Mr. Harsh Parikh, Co-founder & Director Finance & Entrepreneurship
of DRiefcase Health Tech Private Limited

2

Mr. Anil Nair, Managing Director, Country Digital Transformation in India
Digital Acceleration at Cisco APJC.

3

Mr. Sidharth Balakrishna, Former
Managing Director - Siti Networks & Chief
Strategy Officer, Essel (Zee) Group
Mr. Manish Gupta, Managing Director,
Sachin Gupta & Associates
Mr. S. K. Bose, Executive Director I\C (HR)
of Indian Oil Corporation Limited

4
5

Developing Strategic and an
Analytical thinking approach
Retail Measurement in FMCG
Industry
Employee Value Proposition

Centre of Entrepreneurship, IIM Amritsar invited the renowned Nationwide Quiz
Master, Mr Giri Balasubramaniam for its Guest Lecture. In this, Mr. Giri shared his
experiences of switching from a Successful Corporate career in Hindustan Times to
launching his own company Greycaps. COE has also hosted Mr. Ankit Doshi, a renowned
personality in the Education sector and an IIM Indore Alumni, as a part of Guest Lecture
E-Talks
Finance and Economics Club’s latest addition to its array of offerings is a studentmanaged investment fund comprising of experts in the field of F&O and intraday trading.
GIF team releases weekly company reports and monthly fact sheet of its portfolio under
management. FEC has also hosted CFOs and senior management from the companies like
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Wellington Management Singapore, CLSA Hong Kong, Wells Fargo, Deutsche Bank, Bank
of America Merrill Lynch etc. as a part of Guest Lectures to impart knowledge among the
students.
Markophilic, Marketing Club of IIM Amritsar organized MarkChamp Series- a monthlong Three-phase series of quizzes to test the marketing acumen of participants.
Analytics and Business Club of IIM Amritsar organized sessions on Data
Programming with R and Tableau to impart knowledge and interest among students about
Analytics.
HRithvi - The HR Club of IIM Amritsar organised a guest lecture under its series Career
Clinic 4.0. Ms. Kavita Neelakantan founder of Kavyata was invited to address the students
in the Career Clinic session.
The third edition of the 5 km Marathon RunBhoomi in association with Decathlon
Amritsar was held on the Independence Day, 15 August 2019 to celebrate the theme of Go
Green. The total participation was above 400 which witnessed runners from NCC,
Decathlon and the citizens of Amritsar
AArunya- 4.0 (Annual fest of IIM Amritsar) was held on 8 & 9 February 2020. Students
from premier colleges such as IIMs, IITs, NITs, MDI, IIFT etc. participated in numerous
management, cultural and sports events. The fest was enthusiastically supported by the
corporates such as Union Bank of India, State Bank of India, Canara Bank, Amandeep
Hospitals, Zebronics, Safe Express etc. Lt. General KJ Singh - PVSM AVSM & Bar
(Veteran) Haryana State Information Commissioner Amritsar & Former Western Army
Commander was invited as the chief guest for the opening Ceremony and Shri. Shivdular
Singh Dhillon; Deputy Commissioner, Amritsar and Colonel Bhupinder Singh Jhass
General Staff (Staff Duties) were the Chief Guests for the closing ceremony. Famous artists
like The Local Train, ALO the Band and Sun Burn performed in the fest.
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4.8 Community Engagement

The fifth batch of the PGP program embarked on its journey of transformation on 7 July
2019 continuing IIM Amritsar's legacy of creating socially responsible managers. The year
started with Sankalp: The Social Service Club of IIM Amritsar conducting an
induction event for the newly-inducted students, like a street play competition, ‘Madari’ to
sensitize of the problems prevailing in our society, their responsibilities as future budding
managers and giving them a glance of the CSR activities done in IIM Amritsar. Topics that
were enacted in the event were: Save Water Save Earth, Problems faced by old age people
in India, save animals, etc.
On Independence Day, to support our Prime Minister’s initiative of ‘Clean and Green
India’, a tree plantation drive was organized in the hostel premises with the help of
Radisson Blue Hotel with participation from the students and faculty members. The IIM
Amritsar community also ran an awareness campaign to promote ‘Swacchta Pakhwada’.
The Students prepared a video to spread awareness about the Swachhata Pakhwada
emphasizing the amount of water we can save by repairing small leakages in taps around
us and spread the word of “Every Drop Counts”.
Integrity is an important trait of a manager and to promote the same IIM Amritsar ran an
online campaign during the vigilance week (28-10-2019 to 02-11-2019) with the motto
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“Integrity: A way of life”. The campaign was run in two parts: In the first part, several
interviews were conducted with bank officials, teachers, and students to know about their
values, their understanding of being vigilant and how they incorporate integrity in their
lives. These responses were shared on Sankalp: Social Service Club of IIM Amritsar’s social
media site to have maximum reach. In the second part, an intercollegiate online article
writing competition on the topic “Integrity in the life of a manager” was organized in the
last week of October. The motive of the event was to encourage students from different
backgrounds and different colleges to share their views about how to incorporate ethics in
our managerial life.
Sankalp also organized a blood donation camp on 10 November 2019 and faculty,
staff, and students participated in this event.
The institute organized Umeed 1000 Cyclothon, CSR initiative that also raises fund
to support Girl Child Education, by RBL Bank on 19 November 2019. Dignitaries like Mr.
Vishwavir Ahuja, MD & CEO, RBL Bank Ltd., Ms. Shanta Valluri Gandhi, Head HR- CSR
& Internal Branding, RBL Bank Ltd., Ms. Tamannah Bhatia, a renowned actress and others
were present to support this noble cause. Students of IIM Amritsar and enthusiasts
assembled in large numbers to actively support this campaign and cheered the employees
of RBL Bank, who successfully completed their journey of 1000 kms.
Students’ Council with the help of various clubs and committees undertook and organized
various events put forward by MHRD.
The students and faculty of IIM Amritsar also visited a school for specially-abled children.
The principal of the Agosh Holding Hands School for Specially-abled, welcomed
the students with the words, “Every child has some special gift, and children at Agosh
Holding Hands have a lot of love for the people visiting them". The school students also
showed their talent by showing their dancing and singing skills. Finally, a drawing
competition was held, and exciting goodies were provided to the winners and participants.
The institute also organized a cultural event on the occasion of Republic Day in a school
for specially-abled children. Sankalp- Social Service Club of IIM Amritsar organized an
event at Smile Foundation- School for children with special needs. The event included
informal interaction of students of IIM Amritsar and those of Smile Special School, Dance
performances, and games. Also, with the help of Students’ Council and Cultural Committee
of IIM Amritsar organized a dance performance at Attari Border on national integration
which was in line with our theme for Arunya 4.0
This year Sankalp, The Social Service club of IIM Amritsar organized a cultural program"Prerna" for Children's with special needs as a part of our Annual event Aarunya 4.0. to
give these talented special children a chance to showcase their talent. Around 30 speciallyabled children from various schools participated in the event and showcased their talent
on 8 February 2020.
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IIM Amritsar launches its doctoral program in the academic year 2020-21. It is a fulltime
residential doctoral program. The program is aimed at producing high quality researchers
and effective management teachers. The structure of the program includes two years of
rigorous course work followed by two years of research work, leading to a good quality
thesis with practical implications. The research work may be extended for another one year
based on the scope of the research and positive progress of the student’s research work.
During the course work, doctoral students are exposed to all the functional areas of
management, advanced courses in the area of research interest, and a rigorous training in
both qualitative and quantitative research methods. At the end of the course work, the
doctoral students are subjected to a comprehensive examination. The students who
successfully complete their comprehensive examination will proceed to undertake their
research work. The student’s research work will be mentored by the Research Advisory
Committee, led by a faculty member with the relevant research experience.
IIM Amritsar offers limited doctoral fellowships to the doctoral students for their
subsistence needs and the necessary grants to support their research activities. In a way,
through doctoral program IIM Amritsar aims to contribute to the future societal needs of
high quality researchers and effective management teachers.
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5. SPOTLIGHT ON FACULTY

5.1 Faculty Composition and Diversity

The year 2019-20 saw several faculty departures and new hires. Professors Geetha
(Marketing), Neeraj Bhanot (Production and Operations Management), Anita Sharma
(Entrepreneurship), and Satish Kumar (Finance) left the institution to seek opportunities
elsewhere.
At the same time, several new faculty members joined the institution with impressive
credentials.
TABLE 6
Name
Dr. Mahima Gupta
Dr. Harpreet Kaur
Dr. Deepa Mishra
Dr. Umesh Kumar
Dr. Amit Gupta
Dr. Vartika Dutta
Dr. Arun Kaushik
Dr. Gurjeet Kaur
Dr. Gurbir Singh
Dr. Santosh Kumar Tiwari
Dr. Nisha Bamel
Dr. Madhu Jaglan
Dr. Purva Grover
Dr. Surender Rao Komera
Dr. Mukesh Kumar Jha

Doctoral Institution
IIM- Lucknow
IIT - Delhi
IIT - Kanpur
IIT-Roorkie
University of Maryland, USA
IIT - Kharagpur
IIT - Roorkie
JNU
IIM - Indore
IIM - Indore
IIT - Delhi
JNU
IIT Delhi
IFMR, Chennai
JNU

Teaching Area
Production and Operations Management
Production and Operations Management
Production and Operations Management
OB\HRM
OB\HRM
OB\HRM
Marketing
Marketing
Marketing
Strategy
Strategy
IT and Computational System
IT and Computational System
Finance
Communications
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5.2 Intellectual Contributions of Faculty
IIM – Amritsar values teaching and research equally. The institute encourages faculty
members to engage in intellectual pursuits related to their field of teaching and provides
adequate support for their development through faculty development fund, databases and
library resources, academic associates to support their teaching and research activities. A
natural outcome of the various support systems is the intellectual contributions they
produced. Research is a continuous activity, often with uncertain outcomes. Yet, the
institute is delighted to share with the stakeholders that its faculty members have done
quite well in terms of research contributions. The year saw our faculty present nine
research papers in conferences, publish nine journal articles in research journals, and one
book chapter. These outcomes are excluding journal articles and research papers accepted
for presentation in the conferences that are yet to take place. Journal publications by the
faculty members and their quality indices are given in tables 7 & 8.
TABLE 7: Summary of Research Output 2019 - 2020
Faculty (A-Z)

Journal

Nagarajan
Ramamoorthy
Amit Gupta
Arun K
Kaushik
Gurjeet Kaur
Harpreet Kaur
Mahima Gupta
Mukesh Kumar
Jha
Nisha Bamel
Santosh Kumar
Tiwari
Umesh Kumar

Conferences

1

1

Book
Chapter
0

Cases

Patents

Others

0

0

0

2
1

1
3

0
1

0
0

0
0

0
0

2
0
0
2

0
2
2
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0

1
1

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

3

3

0

0

0

0

Quality of Research
IIM Amritsar, in line with other leading international academic institutions including
other IIMs, uses Australian Business Dean Council (ABDC) ranking and Chartered
Association of Business Schools (ABS) ranking to evaluate the research quality. The quality
of research published by the faculty of IIM Amritsar is given below:
TABLE 8: Quality of Research (2019 – 2020)
Journal Quality
(ABDC Ranking)
A*
A
B
C
Others
TOTAL

Number of Articles

ABS Ranking

Number of Articles

1
2
2
3

4*
4
3
2
1

1
1
5
2
9

1
9
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Journal Articles Published from 1/4/2019 to 31/3/2020
1. Ramamoorthy, N., Yu, C., Kulkarni, S.P., Gupta, A., & Mkamwa, T. (2019). An
Examination of Attributions, Performance Ratings, and Reward Allocation Patterns: A
comparative study of China, India, Tanzania, and the United States. South Asian Journal of
Human Resources Management, 6(2), 202-221. (ABDC C; ABS 1)
2. Bamel, U. K., Pandey, R., & Gupta, A. (2020). Safety climate: systematic literature
network analysis of 38 years (1980-2018) of research. Accident Analysis & Prevention, 135,
105387. (ABDC A*; ABS 3)
3. Kaushik, A.K., Mohan, G., & Kumar, V. (2020). Examining the Antecedents and
Consequences of Customers’ Trust toward Mobile Retail Apps in India. Journal of Internet
Commerce, 19(1), 1-31. (ABDC B; ABS 1)
4. Sahi, G.K., Devi, R., & Dash, S.B. (2019). Examining the role of customer engagement in
augmenting referral value: The moderated-mediation of relational and expertise value.
Journal of Service - Theory and Practice, 29(5-6), 539-564. (ABDC A; ABS 1)
5. Sahi, G.K., Gupta, M.C., Lonial, S.C. & Cheng, T.C.E. (2019). Operational responsiveness
and business performance relationship: Role of entrepreneurial orientation. International
Journal of Operations and Production Management, 39(5), 739-766. (ABDC A; ABS 4)
6. Parashar, A., Kumar, M., & Saluja, V. (2019). Discovering India Through Imagery in
Postcolonial Travel Writings. Tourism Culture & Communication, 19(2), 103-110. (ABDC
C;)
7. Parashar, A., & Kumar, M. (2019). Communicating the Quest for Sustainability:
Ecofeminist Perspectives in Sarah Orne Jewett’s ‘A White Heron’. Journal of Human
Values, 25(2), 101-112.
8. Nguyen, The Vinh, Siengthai, S., Swierczek, F., & Bamel, U. K. (2019). The effects of
organizational culture and commitment on employee innovation: evidence from Vietnam’s
IT industry. Journal of Asia Business Studies, 13(4), 719-742. (ABDC C; ABS 1)
9. Paul, H., Bamel, U., Ashta, A., & Stokes, P. (2019). Examining an integrative model of
resilience, subjective well-being and commitment as predictors of organizational citizenship
behaviours. International Journal of Organizational Analysis. 27(5), 1274-1297. (ABDC B;
ABS 1)
Conference Presentations and Proceedings
1. Ramamoorthy, N., Jha, J.K., Kulkarni, S.P., & Gupta. A. (2019). Do IndividualismCollectivism Orientations and Sensitivity to Impact on Human Capital Affect Decisions
about Layoffs and Wage Cut? Paper presented at the Dutch HRM Network Conference,
Tilburg, Netherlands, November 2019 (Conference Proceedings).
2. Kaushik, A.K., Kumar U., & Kumar V. (2019, December). Why do Consumers Switch to
Technology-based Self-service options? Paper presented at Seventh PAN-IIM World
Management Conference. IIM Rohtak, India.
3. Kumar U., & Kaushik, A.K. (2019, December). Twenty-two years of the Journal of
Knowledge Management: A Bibliometric and Network Analysis. Paper presented at
GLOGIFT 19. IIT Roorkee, India.
4. Kaushik, A.K., Mohan, G., Kumar, V., & Chauhan, H. (2019, May). Does Consumers’
Switch between two Service Brands due to Self-service Technologies? Paper presented at
14th Global Brand Conference, Berlin, Germany.
5. Kaur H., and Gupta M., (2019), Modelling Resilient Food Grain Storage and Distribution
Problem in India, Production and Operations Management Society (POMS) 2019
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6. International Conference on Connecting the Operations Management & Supply Chain
Management World in Divided Times, September 2-4, Brighton UK.
7. Gupta, Mahima & Kaur Harpreet (2019). Optimizing Indian Food Grain Storage &
Distribution – A multiple objective approach, 13th Annual ISDSI Conference 2019, Indian
Institute of Management Sambalpur, December 27-30, 2019.
8. Bamel, N., D., Sanjay & Prasher, S. (2019) Strategic Flexibility: A Literature Review, in
INDAM Biennial Conference, IIM Trichy, 2-5 January, 2020.
9. Nambudiri, R., Shaik, R., Tiwari, S., & Ghulyani, S. (2019, July). Role of Personality Traits
and Psychological Capital in Academic Achievement: A Longitudinal Study. In Academy
of Management Proceedings (Vol. 2019, No. 1, p. 18116). Briarcliff Manor, NY 10510.
10. Tomar, N., Bamel, U.K., & Vohra, V. (2019) Mindfulness and Meaningful Work as
predictors of Ethical Work Behaviour. The mediating role of Psychological Capital, AICAR
2019, 30th 31st August, 2019, Aston University, UK.
Book Chapters
1. Beri, G.C., Kaushik, A.K., & Rahman, Z. (2020). Marketing Research (6th Edition). New
Delhi: Tata McGraw-Hill.
Patents from 1/4/2019 to 31/3/2020
1. Kumari, M. (2020). Light weight neural network approach for image semantic
segmentation. Application Ref. No. 202011005834. India. Intellectual property India.
Other Completed Research from 1/4/2019 to 31/3/2020
1. Kumar, B., Srivastava, H. S., & Singh, G. (2020). Consumers’ intention to use environmentfriendly ethical transportation medium: A conceptual framework and empirical evaluation.
Transportation Research Part F: Traffic Psychology and Behaviour, 70, 235-248. (ABDC
A) (Accepted for Publication).
2. Mishra, D., Dwivedi, Y. K., Rana, N. P., & Hassini, E. (2019). Evolution of supply chain
ripple effect: a bibliometric and meta-analytic view of the constructs. International Journal
of Production Research, 1-19. (ABDC A; ABS 3) (Accepted for Publication)
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A Snapshot of Placement
The 2019-20 placement season once again exemplified IIM Amritsar’s resolve to provide a
very high-quality education culminating in skills to help the students find employment.
The year was characterized by a general slowdown in the economy and towards the later
part by the unforeseen threat forced by COVID-19 pandemic. Despite these events beyond
anyone’s control, the highlights of the placement season were:
•

100% Summer (146 students) and Final (102 students) Placement

•

Participation by 75 Companies in the campus recruitment

•

Highest CTC of Rs.40 lakhs per annum

•

An increase of 15.15% in the CTC for the Top Quartile over the previous year

•

An increase of 3.36% in the average CTC over the previous year

•

Number of companies visiting the campus for the first time: 58

Final Placement
In a fitting conclusion to the glorious academic year 2019-20, IIM Amritsar concluded
100% final placement of its MBA04 batch, even amidst a slight economic stagnation
throughout the year and the threat of COVID-19 pandemic. The key metrics continued to
display an upward trend once again this year, with the average CTC reaching Rs.12.61 LPA,
a modest increase over the last year. The highest domestic annual package spiraled to
Rs.40 LPA, marking a 90% year-to-year increase. The average for top-quartile witnessed a
15.15% growth (compared to 2018-19), reaching Rs.17.86 LPA from Rs. 15.51 LPA.
The placement drive saw a balanced mix of offers for all the management domains like
marketing, sales, and finance, along with some noteworthy offers in the operations
domain. The institute, for the first time, witnessed a healthy spike in advisory & consulting
roles offered to the students from three of the Big Four accounting firms, viz., Deloitte,
Ernst & Young, and KPMG. In addition, IIM Amritsar witnessed marquees like Amazon,
Grant Thornton, Bisleri, Aditya Birla Sun Life, etc., visiting the campus for the first time,
along with several reputable firms viz., ICICI Lombard, Anand Rathi, Accenture, L&T and
the likes returning for recruitment. Tables 9,10 & 11 provide the highlights of the placement
season 2019-20.
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TABLE 9: Comparative Figures for 2019 and 2020
Metrics
No of Companies
(Finals)
No of Companies
(Summers)
No of Students placed
(Finals)
No of Students placed
(Summers)
Average CTC (LPA)
Y-to-Y Growth
Average for Top
Quartile
Y-to-Y Growth

2017-19 Batch
(MBA03)
35

2018-20 Batch (MBA 04)

38

48

92*

102*

107

146

12.20 LPA

12.61 LPA

15.51 LPA

3.36%
17.86 LPA

-

15.15%
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*3 students in 2019 and 4 students in 2020 opted out of placement and one student left after
completing one year.

The industry-wise and domain-wise segmentation of placements are as
follows:

Industry Wise Segmentation
2%

5%

3%

3%

BFSI
Construction

17%

Consulting
2%

FMCD
Healthcare

12%

Ed-Tech
Education
6%
2%

23%

Financial Services
FMCG

7%
1%

Technology Services

5%

Gems & Jewellery
10%

2%

2%

IT
Logistics
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TABLE 10: Industry-wise distribution of placed students
Industry

No. of Students

BFSI
Construction
Consulting
FMCD
Healthcare
Ed-Tech
Education
Technology Services

17
2
23
2
2
10
5
1

Industry
Financial Services
FMCG
Gems & Jewellery
IT
Logistics
Media & Advertisement
Research
FMCG
Total

No. of Students
7
2
6
12
5
3
3
2
102

Domain Wise Segmentation
Advisory
16%

Analytics
Business Analyst

2%

34%

Business Development
Consulting
12%

Finance
HR
IT Software

6%
7%

Marketing

6%
8%

Operations

7%

Sales

1% 1%

TABLE 11: Domain-wise distribution of placed students
Domain

No of Students

Domain

No of Students

Advisory
Analytics
Business Analyst
Business Development
Consulting
Finance

17
2
12
6
6
7

HR
IT Software
Marketing
Operations
Sales

1
1
8
7
35

Total

102
30

Summer Placement
The institute, despite an increase in the batch size by 50%, managed 100% summer
placements of its fifth batch, while outperforming all its past benchmarks. The highest
stipend offered this year was Rs. 2,50,000, a 25% leap over last year. The overall average
and the average stipend for the top quartile of the batch stood at Rs. 62,572 and Rs.
1,35,357, respectively.
The internship drive saw an overwhelming response from prominent recruiters like ICICI
Lombard, Cipla, Landmark, L&T, Nielsen, CRISIL, GroupM, etc., offering a multitude of
roles including business development, operations and analytics, supply chain, finance, and
market research. The recruiters lauded IIM Amritsar for the variety and quality of the
talent pool of the institute, which has only helped foster the industry-academia partnership
of the institute. IIM Amritsar extends its profound gratitude to the recruiters for their
continued support.
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CBSE Program
During the year 2019-20, IIM Amritsar made its humble beginnings in Executive
Education. The institute conducted its first MDP program for School Principals of CBSE
during the period 15-18 January 2020. The initial response to the program was
overwhelming with nearly 49 registrations. However, due to a conflict with another
mandatory training of CBSE administrators, only nine principals participated in the
program. However, it is noteworthy that IIM- Amritsar was the only IIM to conduct the
program, while all other IIMs cancelled the program. The program had a diverse
representation of school Principals from states of Rajasthan, Maharashtra, Bihar,
Uttarakhand, and Punjab.
The focus of the training program was on varied issues that the Principals and teachers
grapple within the day-to-day functioning of their schools. By establishing and interpreting
the nature and scope of educational change, this program attempted to make a significant
contribution in meeting various challenges that they face in their schools. The training was
highly practical, structured, and organized with a lot of experiential and hands-on practice
exercises in a collaborative learning environment. The program covered varrious issues
facing the school education in India including changing educational landscape, outcomebased education, managing the cultural DNA of the organization, and management of
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change at the institutional level. The participants were both residential and nonresidential and yielded a modest revenue of Rs. 4 lakhs. The program also allowed all the
faculty of the institute to deliver sessions and provided an excellent learning experience for
them. The average program feedback from the participants was 4.53 on a 5-point scale
with 5-being excellent.
Other Programs
In the coming years, IIM Amritsar plans to make greater strides in the arena of Executive
Education. We are in advanced talks with HPCL and Vedanta for Executive MBA programs
in some niche areas. There are numerous MDPs planned for managers of the Punjab Excise
and Taxation department, IOCL, Bureau of Indian Standards, OIL India Ltd. and GVK, in
addition to three phases of CBSE School Principals.
Consultancy
The institute also carried out its first consultancy assignment for HPCL. The project focus
was on competency mapping for the various roles of people to be deployed for their digital
transformation project for HPCL. The work done by the faculty was highly appreciated by
the client. The consultancy segment will take time to evolve as many organizations are
looking at prior consultancy experience which the institute is currently lacking.
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IIM Amritsar started the alumni meets in three cities: Delhi, Bangalore, and Mumbai. In
addition to strengthening the relationship between the institute and its alumni, the
meetings focused on soliciting input from the alumni to strengthen the curriculum, their
progression in their careers, their vision for the institute, and their expectations from the
institute.
All three meets were attended by our director Prof. Nagarajan Ramamoorthy so that
alumni get to know the director and his vision about the institute.
a) Delhi Chapter: The Alumni meet in Delhi held on 5 October 2019 at India
habitat centre was attended by around 30 alumni working in and around
Delhi-NCR.
b) Bangalore Chapter: Bangalore chapter of Alumni meet was held on 19th
October 2019 at Hotel Monarch and was attended by around 35 alumni
working in and around Bangalore. The meeting also had attendees from
Hyderabad.
c) Mumbai Chapter: Mumbai Chapter of Alumni meet was held on 2
November 2019 at Canto restaurant. The meet was attended by around 40
alumni currently working in Mumbai & Pune. The meet was also graced by
our board member Mr. Nishant Saxena, currently heading the international
business of Cipla.
The inputs received from the alumni resulted in the revision of the MBA curriculum for the
MBA06 batch, in addition to several other suggestions for enhancing the institutional
quality. Additionally, the alumni network helped with the placement of seventeen (17)
students for the MBA04 batch, representing 16.67% of the MBA04 batch.
Interact Sessions: In the year 2019-2020, three interact sessions were organized by the
alumni committee, where alumni working in the industry were invited to interact with our
current batches and address their concerns regarding the current challenges in the
Industry.
a) Jayant Gautam from PGP03 and Udit Bhatia from PGP02 had interacted
with our current batch of students and emphasized the importance of
following markets and shared the concepts of Investment Banking.
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b) The second interact session was taken by Prasoon Malik and Vivek Bhajipale
and they discussed on the “Overview of Careers in Operations”.
c) The third interact session was taken by Anushree Purohit and Shubhra
Sharma from PGP03. They both shared their internship experiences with the
students and discussed the concepts of marketing used in summer
internships. They also emphasized the importance of analytics in the
marketing domain.
Corporate Mentorship Programme: The alumni committee runs a Corporate
Mentorship Programme wherein students are anchored with their individual alumni
mentors. The Alumni act as mentor and guide to the students. The Alumni regularly
provide guidance to the students regarding probable career paths ahead of them (according
to the interest of students), skills they need to develop for more corporate success and
provide moral support.
Alumni Newsletter- Halcyon: Alumni Committee had started the alumni newsletter
“Halcyon” in January 2020. Every year, the alumni committee plans to have four issues of
the newsletter.
Alumni Growth and Progression: During the 2019-20 fiscal year, IIM Amritsar’s
alumni committee surveyed the MBA01 batch (graduated in 2017) and MBA02 batch
(Graduated in 2018). The primary objective of the survey was to measure the success of
IIM Amritsar alumni in the industry in terms of career growth. Although the response rate
was quite limited (approximately 25% of the surveys were returned), the MBA01 batch
reported a CTC increase of 21% and the MBA 02 batch reported a CTC increase of 24%
since their graduation from the institute.
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Transit Campus: To expand the offering of MBA program for the 2020-21 academic
year, IIM Amritsar has leased about 3,700 square feet of office space in the adjacent street
to the Government Polytechnic Campus. The leased space is within about one-half of a
kilometre from the current campus. Space is being renovated for occupation by the
placement office, a group discussion room, office of admissions, and a few more faculty.
The office has been equipped with Wi-Fi, LAN network, telephone network, and a small
kitchen. It is expected that the institute should be able to accommodate an additional batch
of approximately 50-55 students for the upcoming 2020-21 academic year.
Permanent Campus: The year 2019-20 also saw the development of the masterplan of
the campus under the guidance of the Chairman of the Board and the new Director. Arcop
Corporation was the architectural firm that designed the campus, along with Mr. Sunil
Agarwal, our architectural consultant hired for the design phase. Arcop Associates Private
Limited is the leading architectural practice in India. They have been involved in the design
of several prestigious private and public projects including the following institutions: IIT
Hyderabad, IIM Kashipur, IIM Raipur, IIM Vishakapatnam, IISER Tirupati, and several
AIIMS.
Additionally, the MHRD has awarded Rs. 348.31 crores, approximately, for the phase I of
the campus through HEFA and IIM Amritsar has signed the agreement with HEFA and
the first disbursement of the loan was availed of during September 2019.
The permanent campus is planned on sound sustainability principles covering
environmental, social, and economic aspects of an institution. The 61- acre site is proposed
to be developed in 2 phases with an additional option to expand in phase III. Phase 1 is
designed to cater to 600 students, covering 60,381 sqm of built-up area, and is complete
with respect to access, security, and all engineering services.
Phase 1 includes Academic and Administrative blocks with 18 classrooms, 2 discussion
rooms, 1 auditorium with a capacity of 640 seats, central library, 60 faculty offices, offices,
and meeting rooms for administrative staff, etc. These blocks cover an area of 18224 sqm.
There are ample amenities for students’ activities like indoor sports halls, canteen, central
dining facility, and shopping area. These cover 5,062 sqm. There is a well-planned midrise residential facility of 19,360 sqm for 600 students, including 27 for married students.
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There are residential apartments in 20 separate zones for the teaching and non-teaching
staff in mid-rise blocks covering 15,210 sqm. All this is supported by centralized
engineering services covering an area of 2,524 sqm.
The Government of Punjab had given IIM Amritsar sixty acres (60) of land for the
permanent campus and due to one-acre land belonging to a private party nested within the
60 acres, the design of the campus masterplan was delayed. The institute has acquired the
one-acre land from the third party at a price tag of approximately Rs. 1.71 crores, to be
reimbursable by the Government of Punjab. In a meeting of the Board of Governors on 20
January 2020 the board approved the campus masterplan and on 21 January 2020 CPWD,
our project management consultants (PMC) floated the tender. After the normal process
of the screening of the tenders (technical and financial bids), NKG Infrastructure Limited,
New Deli, was found to be the lowest bidder and the contract will be awarded to them. It
is expected that the construction would begin, as soon as the COVID situation is brought
under control, and the phase I of the campus is expected to be completed within a period
of two to three years.
Bhumi Pujan: On 7 October 2019 IIM Amritsar performed the “bhumi pujan” of the
permanent campus. The Hon’ble Minister of Human Resource Management, Dr. Ramesh
Pokhriyal ‘Nishank’ was the Chief Guest and Shri Tript Rajinder Singh Bajwa, State
Minister of Higher Education, Punjab, and Prof. Debasish Chatterjee, Director of IIM
Kozhikode and former Mentor-Director of IIM Amritsar, Shri Shivdular Singh Dhillon,
District Collector of Amritsar, Shri Karamjit Singh Rintu, Mayor of Amritsar, and several
other dignitaries graced the occasion.
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For the upcoming fiscal year, the institute plans to expand its capacity to four batches from
the current level of three batches. The institute also has plans to introduce its doctoral
program with a goal to help address the shortage of highly qualified faculty members facing
the Indian educational system. The institute also plans to identify a secondary location to
have an outreach campus in the Chandigarh/Mohali area to cater to the government and
the industry needs in the areas of executive education and consultancy. With the
commitment and support of the board, the institute is well poised to become a global force
in management education.
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